CSCT UPDATE
DECEMBER 15, 2021

Cumulative Bridge Funding Spent through November 2021: $1,290,656.26

Communication:
Meetings:
14 Virtual
17 Individual
5 – 3rd Party and... Legislative Subcommittees and Education Advocates

CSCT Clients by State Fiscal Year

Number of CSCT School Districts by NPI (State Fiscal Year)

Historical Data 2003-2009 is available, but requires more time to extract

Number of CSCT Teams by PID (State Fiscal Year)

Historical Data 2003-2009 is available, but requires more time to extract

SFY2022 & SFY2021 CSCT Information - Same Point in Time

- Cumulative Bridge Funding Spent through November 2021: $1,290,656.26